LINC00460 modulates KDM2A to promote cell proliferation and migration by targeting miR-342-3p in gastric cancer
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Background: Increasing evidence has shown that long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) play important roles in the occurrence and development of human cancers. LINC00460, a novel tumor-related lncRNA, has been reported to be involved in several types of human malignancies. However, the role of LINC00460 in gastric cancer (GC) is still unclear. The present study aimed at exploring the biological role of LINC00460 in GC and illuminating the potential molecular mechanisms.

Methods: In this study, qRT-PCR, western blotting, MTT assay, and Transwell invasion assay were used to conduct relevant experimental analysis.

Results: Here, we found that LINC00460 was highly expressed in GC tissues and cell lines. Moreover, LINC00460 over-expression was found to promote GC cell proliferation, migration and invasion, whereas LINC00460 down-regulation significantly inhibited these processes. Notably, we confirmed that LINC00460 could up-regulate KDM2A expression by competitively binding to miR-342-3p in GC cells. Furthermore, the suppressive effects of LINC00460 down-regulation on GC cell proliferation, migration and invasion were partially reversed by a miR-342-3p inhibitor.

Conclusion: In summary, our findings provide evidence for LINC00460 as a potential therapeutic target in GC.
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Introduction

Gastric cancer (GC), one of the most common human malignancies, is a leading cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide, with approximately one million cases diagnosed annually. Over 700,000 deaths are estimated to occur from GC around the globe every year. Drug resistance and distant metastasis partially account for the high mobility of GC. Although great progress has been made in the diagnosis and treatment for GC, its long-term prognosis is still unfavorable. Therefore, development of effective therapeutic strategies is urgently required.

Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) are a group of RNA transcripts longer than 200 nucleotides that do not act as templates for protein synthesis. Increasing evidence has shown that lncRNAs play vital roles in the occurrence and development of a wide range of human cancers. Numerous studies have demonstrated that lncRNAs may function as competing endogenous RNAs (ceRNAs) to exert their roles in a variety of human tumors. Previous studies have demonstrated that LINC00460, a novel cancer-related lncRNA, is deregulated and involved in several types of human malignancies, including nasopharyngeal carcinoma, lung cancer and esophageal squamous cell carcinoma. However, the role of LINC00460 in GC is still unclear.
This study aimed to explore the biological role of LINC00460 in GC and determine the potential mechanisms. Here, we found that LINC00460 was highly expressed in GC tissues and cell lines and it enhanced GC cell proliferation, migration and invasion. Furthermore, we found that LINC00460 exerted its oncogenic role in GC by sponging miR-342-3p.

Materials and methods

Tissue samples collection

GC tissues and corresponding non-cancerous tissues were obtained from 60 patients who underwent surgical treatment between March 2011 and December 2015 at the Affiliated Hospital of Jining Medical College, Jining, China. Tissue samples were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately after surgical resection and stored at −80°C. All patients enrolled in this study gave written informed consents. This study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of the Affiliated Hospital of Jining Medical College.

Cell culture

One normal human gastric epithelial cell line GSE1 and three GC cell lines (MGC803, BGC823, and SGC7901) were purchased from the Chinese Academy of Sciences Cell Bank (Shanghai, China). All cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and grown in humidified 5% CO₂ at 37°C. MiR-5095 mimics, inhibitor and relative controls were obtained from GenePharma (Shanghai, China).

Cell transfection

The transfection was conducted by using Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) as described previously. LINC00460 mimics and si-LINC00460 were obtained from GenePharma (Shanghai, China).

Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR)

Total RNA was extracted from tissues and cells using the Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For microRNA analysis, qRT-PCR was performed using the TaqMan MicroRNA Reverse Transcription Kit, TaqMan Universal PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and the corresponding primers. For mRNA analysis, qRT-PCR was performed using the TaqMan High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit, TaqMan Fast PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and the corresponding primers. β-actin was used as an internal control to normalize KDM2A expression. qRT-PCR was performed in triplicate on a RealPlex4 real-time PCR detection system from Eppendorf Co. Ltd (Hamburg, Germany).

Cell proliferation

Cells were seeded at 5,000 cells/well in 96-well plates at 24 hours after transfection. Cell proliferation was measured using an MTT Cell Proliferation and Cytotoxicity Assay Kit (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St Louis, MO, USA). Following incubation at 37°C for different periods of time (0, 24, 48 and 72 hours), the culture medium was removed and MTT (20 µL; 5 mg/mL) was added to each well. After incubation at 37°C for another 4 hours, MTT solution was removed and replaced with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; 150 µL, 4%; Sigma-Aldrich). Absorbance was measured at 560 nm after using a microplate spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Vantaa, Finland).

Wound healing assays

Cell migration was evaluated using a wound healing assay. In brief, transfected cells were cultured in six-well plates (5x10⁴ cells per well). At 90%–95% confluence, the monolayer of cells was scratched by a sterile plastic micropipette tip, and then cells were cultured under standard conditions for 24 hours. Following several washes, wound recovery of the wound was observed and photographed using an X71 inverted microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

Transwell invasion assays

The Transwell invasion assay was performed to determine cell invasion potential. Transfected cells (1×10⁵) were seeded into the upper chamber of Matrigel-coated inserts with free-serum medium. Medium with 10% FBS was added to the lower chamber as chemotactrant. The cells were allowed to invade for 48 hours at 37°C with 5% CO₂. Cells invaded to the lower surface of the filter were fixed in 70% ethanol for 30 minutes and stained with 0.1% crystal violet for 10 minutes. The number of cells that invaded to the lower side was counted in five randomly selected fields under an X71 inverted microscope (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan).

Cell cycle analysis

Cells were harvested at 48 hours after transfection. The cells were washed using PBS and fixed in ethanol at −20°C. The cells were then washed with PBS, rehydrated and resuspended in propidium iodide (PI)-RNase A solution (Sigma, Finland) at 37°C for 30 minutes. The stained cells (1×10⁵) were then analyzed for DNA content using a flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA).
RNA-binding protein immunoprecipitation (RIP)  
RIP assays were performed using an EZ-Magna RIP™ RNA-Binding Protein Immunoprecipitation Kit (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, RIP buffer containing magnetic beads conjugated with human anti-Ago2 antibody (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) or negative control IgG (EMD Millipore) was added to the cell lysate and incubated overnight at 4°C. Proteinase K was used to digest the protein and the co-precipitated RNAs were then isolated. The purified RNAs were subject to RT-PCR analysis.

Luciferase reporter assays  
Wild-type of LINC00460 or KDM2A 3′UTR was amplified from a human cDNA library. Mutations of miR-342-3p binding site were introduced by site-directed mutagenesis using a fast mutation kit (NEB, Beverly, MA, USA). The PCR fragment was cloned into a psiCHECK-2 vector downstream of the firefly luciferase coding region within the sites for XhoI and NotI (Takara, Tokyo, Japan). psiCHECK-2-control was used as an internal control.

Western blotting analysis  
Total protein lysates were resolved by 10% SDS-PAGE and transferred to polyvinyl difluoride membranes (EMD Millipore). After blocking in Tris buffered saline containing 0.1% Tween-20 (TBS-T) with 5% nonfat dry milk for 30 minutes, membranes were washed four times in TBS-T and incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibodies. Primary antibodies were all obtained from Abcam (Cambridge, MA, USA) and used at the following dilutions: anti-KDM2A (ab174693, 1/300), anti-CCND1 (ab40754, 1/300), anti-CDK4 (ab199728, 1/300), anti-MMP2 (ab92536, 1/500), anti-MMP9 (ab76003, 1/500), anti-vimentin (ab45939, 1/500), and anti-β-actin (ab5694, 1/1,000). After extensive washing, membranes were incubated with horseradish peroxidase-linked goat polyclonal anti rabbit IgG secondary antibodies at a dilution of 1:2,000 for 1 hour at room temperature. Immunoreactivity was detected by enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL Kit, Pierce Biotechnology, Waltham, MA, USA) and exposure to radiography film. β-actin served as the loading control.

Statistical analysis  
Data were expressed as the mean ± SD from at least three independent experiments. Two-tailed Student’s t-test was applied to compare the differences between two groups and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Dunnett’s multiple comparison was employed to compare the differences among three independent groups. The correlation between LINC00460 expression and miR-342-3p or KDM2A expression in GC tissues was determined using Pearson’s correlation analysis. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results  
LINC00460 is highly expressed in GC tissues and cell lines  
Although LINC00460 has been shown to be involved in several types of human cancers, its biological role in GC is still obscure. Initially, we downloaded LINC00460 expression data from the TCGA database and found that LINC00460 was highly expressed in GC tissues compared with normal tissues (Figure 1A). Subsequently, we determined the expression of LINC00460 in 60 pairs of GC tissues and corresponding non-cancerous tissues and discovered that LINC00460 was highly expressed in GC tissues (Figure 1B and C). Additionally, we found that LINC00460 was significantly upregulated in GC cell lines (Figure 1D). MGC803 (the lowest endogenous LINC00460 expression) and MBGC823 (highest endogenous LINC00460 expression) cells were chosen for subsequent studies. Taken together, these results suggest that LINC00460 is highly expressed in GC tissues and cell lines.

LINC00460 promotes GC cell proliferation and cell cycle progression  
To investigate the role of LINC00460 in GC, we conducted over-expression studies in MGC803 cells and knockdown studies in BGC823 cells. Transfection efficacy was analyzed by qRT-PCR (Figure 2A). As presented in Figure 2B and C, LINC00460 mimics significantly promoted GC cell proliferation and cell cycle progression, whereas LINC00460 knockdown notably repressed GC cell proliferation and induced cell cycle arrest. These results indicate that LINC00460 promotes GC cell proliferation and cell cycle progression.

LINC00460 promotes GC cell migration and invasion  
To investigate whether LINC00460 influences the motility of GC cells, we performed wound healing assays and Transwell invasion assays. As shown in Figure 3A and B, LINC00460 mimics significantly promoted GC cell migration and invasion, whereas LINC00460 knockdown notably inhibited
GC cell migration and invasion. In addition, we analyzed the expression of cell cycle- and cell motility-associated proteins and discovered that LINC00460 mimics notably increased the protein expression of CCND1, CDK4, vimentin, MMP2 and MMP9, while the expression of these proteins was significantly reduced by LINC00460 knockdown (Figure 3C). These results suggest that LINC00460 promotes GC cell migration and invasion.

**LINC00460 interacts with miR-342-3p in GC cells**

Mounting evidence has revealed that IncRNAs may function as competing endogenous RNAs (ceRNAs) to exert their roles in a variety of human tumors. To explore the potential mechanisms by which LINC00460 promotes GC cell proliferation, migration and invasion, we applied miRanda online software to predict the potential targets of LINC00460. MiR-342-3p drew our attention due to its importance in several types of human cancers and was selected as a candidate target of LINC00460 (Figure 4A). As obvious from luciferase reporter assays, co-transfection of wild-type LINC00460 and miR-342-3p significantly repressed the luciferase activity, while co-transfection of mutant LINC00460 and miR-342-3p did not induce significant alterations in the luciferase activity (Figure 4B). To verify the interaction between LINC00460 and miR-342-3p, we performed Anti-Ago2 RIP assays and found that miR-342-3p was significantly enriched by LINC00460 mimics (Figure 4C). These results indicate that LINC00460 interacts with miR-342-3p in GC cells.

**LINC00460 up-regulates KDM2A expression by competitively binding to miR-342-3p**

To further explore the potential mechanisms involved, we analyzed the expression of miR-342-3p and discovered that LINC00460 mimics significantly inhibited miR-342-3p expression, while miR-342-3p expression was notably enhanced by LINC00460 knockdown (Figure 5A).
**Figure 2** LINC00460 promotes GC cell proliferation and cell cycle progression.

**Notes:** (A) LINC00460 expression was analyzed after treatment with LINC00460 mimics or si-LINC00460. (B) Cell proliferation was examined by MTT assays after transfection with LINC00460 mimics or si-LINC00460. (C) Cell cycle was analyzed by flow cytometry after transfection with LINC00460 mimics or si-LINC00460. *P<0.05, **P<0.01.
Additionally, we performed bio-informatics analysis via miRanda online software to predict the possible targets of miR-342-3p. KDM2A drew our attention for its significance in the oncogenesis and tumor progression of human tumors and was selected as a candidate target of miR-342-3p (Figure 5B). As presented in Figure 5C, co-transfection of miR-342-3p and wild-type KDM2A 3'UTR significantly decreased the luciferase activity, while co-transfection of miR-342-3p and mutant KDM2A 3'UTR did not trigger significant changes in the luciferase activity. Moreover, miR-342-3p mimics were found to notably inhibit KDM2A mRNA and protein expression (Figure 5D and E). Furthermore, LINC00460 mimics were found to significantly increase the mRNA expression of KDM2A, while LINC00460 knockdown decreased KDM2A expression (Figure 5F). As shown in Figure 5G and H, LINC00460 expression was negatively correlated with miR-342-3p expression in GC tissues, but was positively correlated with KDM2A mRNA expression in GC tissues. These results indicate that LINC00460 up-regulates KDM2A through sponging miR-342-3p.

**MiR-342-3p inhibitor alleviates the inhibitory effects of LINC00460 down-regulation on GC cell proliferation, migration and invasion**

To investigate whether the effects of LINC00460 on GC cell proliferation, migration and invasion are mediated by miR-342-3p, we down-regulated the expression of miR-343-3p in the BGC823 cells treated with si-LINC00460. As shown in Figure 6A–C, the miR-342-3p inhibitor alleviated the inhibitory effects of LINC00460 knockdown on GC cell proliferation, migration and invasion. Moreover, the miR-342-3p inhibitor was noticed to elevate the protein expression levels of KDM2A in BGC823 cells treated with si-LINC00460 (Figure 6D). Additionally, miR-342-3p was discovered to alleviate the inhibitory effects of LINC00460...
Figure 3 LINC00460 modulates cell proliferation and migration in GC.

Notes: (A) Cell migration was examined by wound healing assays after transfection with LINC00460 mimics or si-LINC00460. (B) Cell invasion was detected via Transwell invasion assays after transfection with LINC00460 mimics or si-LINC00460. (C) The expression of cell cycle- and cell motility-associated proteins was examined using Western blotting analysis after transfection with LINC00460 mimics or si-LINC00460. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001.
knockdown on the protein expression of CCND1, CDK4, MMP2, MMP9 and vimentin (Figure 6E). These results suggest that the effects of LINC00460 on GC cell proliferation, cell migration and invasion are mediated by miR-342-3p.

**Discussion**

GC, one of the most common gastrointestinal neoplasms worldwide, has imposed enormous pressures on human health and life. Although great progress has been made in the diagnosis and treatment for GC, its long-term prognosis is still poor. There is enough evidence showing that lncRNAs play important roles in the tumorigenesis and development of a wide range of human cancers. Previous studies have shown that LINC00460 is involved in several types of human tumors. Kong et al found that LINC00460 was upregulated in nasopharyngeal carcinoma and acted as an oncogene through sponging miR-149-5p. Li et al reported that LINC00460 promoted epithelial-mesenchymal transition and lung cancer cell migration. Liang et al reported that LINC00460 promoted tumorigenesis and tumor progression in esophageal squamous cell carcinoma. However, the role of LINC00460 in GC is still unknown. Therefore, it may be useful for developing effective therapeutic strategies to gain a better understanding of the role of LINC00460.

In the present study, we initially downloaded LINC00460 expression data from the TCGA database and found that LINC00460 was highly expressed in GC tissues. Consistently, LINC00460 was found to be highly expressed in GC tissues obtained from patients and in GC cell lines. To explore the biological role of LINC00460 in GC, we carried out

![Figure 4](image-url) **Figure 4** LINC00460 interacts with miR-342-3p in GC cells. 

Notes: (A) A putative binding site of miR-342-3p in LINC00460 was predicted using the miRanda online software. (B) Luciferase activity was analyzed after co-transfection of miR-342-3p and wild-type LINC00460 and mutant LINC00460. (C) Anti-Ago2 RIP assays were performed to enrich the miRNAs interacting with LINC00460 in MGC803 cells after transfection with NC mimics or LINC00460 mimics, followed by qRT-PCR to examine the miR-342-3p levels in the immunoprecipitates. ***P<0.001.
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LINC00460 modulates cell proliferation and migration in GC

Figure 5 LINC00460 up-regulates KDM2A expression by competitively binding to miR-342-3p.

Notes: (A) miR-342-3p expression was analyzed by qRT-PCR after transfection with LINC00460 mimics or si-LINC00460. (B) A putative binding site of miR-342-3p in the 3’UTR of KDM2A was predicted by miRanda online software. (C) Luciferase activity was analyzed after co-transfection of miR-342-3p and wild-type KDM2A 3’UTR or mutant KDM2A 3’UTR fragments. (D) KDM2A mRNA expression was analyzed by qRT-PCR after transfection with miR-NC or miR-342-3p mimics. (E) KDM2A protein expression was examined by Western blotting. (F) KDM2A mRNA expression was determined by qRT-PCR analysis after treatment with LINC00460 mimics or si-LINC00460. (G) Correlation between LINC00460 expression and miR-342-3p expression in GC tissues was determined by Pearson’s correlation analysis. (H) Correlation between LINC00460 expression and KDM2A mRNA expression in GC tissues was determined by Pearson’s correlation analysis. ***P<0.001.
functional studies. LINC00460 over-expression was noticed to promote GC cell proliferation, cell cycle progression, cell migration and invasion. Moreover, LINC00460 mimics significantly elevated the protein expression levels of CDK4, CCND1, MMP2, MMP9 and vimentin. In addition, LINC00460 knockdown was observed to inhibit cell proliferation, cell cycle progression, cell migration, cell invasion and the expression of the above-mentioned proteins. CDK4 and CCND1, two important cell cycle-associated proteins, play crucial roles in the regulation of cell cycle progression.\textsuperscript{23,24} It is well known that high levels of MMP2, MMP9 and vimentin contribute to tumor cell motility.\textsuperscript{25,26} Our findings thus suggest that LINC00460 may act as an oncogene.

Numerous studies have demonstrated that IncRNAs may function as competing endogenous RNAs to exert their roles in various types of human cancers. To explore the potential molecular mechanism by which LINC00460 promotes GC cell proliferation, migration and invasion, we conducted mechanistic studies. LINC00460 was found to upregulate KDM2A expression to promote GC cell proliferation, migration and invasion through sponging miR-342-3p. MiR-342-3p has been reported to be down-regulated and involved in the occurrence and development of cervical cancer, non-small-cell lung cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma and osteosarcoma.\textsuperscript{27–30} Histone lysine methylation, an important epigenetic regulatory process, plays vital roles in controlling gene expression
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and maintaining chromosome structure. KDM2A has been confirmed to exert an oncogenic role in a wide range of human tumors, including breast cancer, gastric cancer and lung cancer. It is documented that KDM2A could enhance cancer stemness to promote tumor progression.

It is documented that LINC00460 exerts its oncogenic roles in different human malignancies via distinct molecular mechanisms, including nasopharyngeal carcinoma, lung cancer, and esophageal squamous cell carcinoma. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to elucidate the molecular mechanisms by which LINC00460 functions as an oncogene in GC. In the present study we investigated the effects of LINC00460 on GC cell proliferation, migration and invasion in vitro. Nonetheless, some limitations exist in this work. In the future studies, we will carry out further research to analyze the effect of LINC00460 on GC tumor growth in vivo and validate whether LINC00460 exerts an inhibitory effect on tumor growth in vivo.

In summary, LINC00460 is highly expressed in GC tissues and cell lines and exerts an oncogenic role through sponging miR-342-3p in GC. This study provides new insights into the potential molecular mechanisms underlying GC tumorigenesis and progression. Thus, our data indicate that LINC00460 may be used as a novel therapeutic target for GC.
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